In this Issue
Many investors fear the economy may shift
into recession, as all good things must
come to an end. We don’t share their nearterm pessimism. However, ten years into a
US expansion, we do see rising market volatility on the global horizon. We think a
cautious approach to inflation and the
aging credit cycle can still be profitable for
long-term investing. Stepping back to
review the big picture in the third quarter,
we see the following:

Top Down Views
• Positive US economic momentum should continue for
another 18–24 months. Fears about inflation and trade
tensions are overblown (for now), but require close
monitoring.
• Global growth remains buoyed by consumer spending,
though China and the eurozone have been decelerating
slightly. We expect rising market volatility as more banks
end quantitative easing.
Bottom Up Views
• Some investment-grade bonds are riskier than their ratings imply, while high yield enjoys positive technical
tailwinds. Bottom-up credit analysis is key to our investment process at this stage in the cycle.
• A large number of bank loan agreements now favor borrowers over lenders. We explain the steps we’re taking to
protect investors from potentially damaging changes to
bank loan interest rates.

Top down views

Steady global growth, with rising uncertainties
All in, we think global growth is still
on track this year, although less synchronized across the world’s four largest
economies.1 The United States has been
outrunning the eurozone and Japan
with 4.2% gross domestic product (GDP)
growth in this year’s second quarter,
driven largely by US consumer spending.
We do not think a US recession is on
the near-term horizon, given the
momentum sparked by last year’s $1.5
trillion tax cut, deregulation and ongoing
deficit spending. Instead, we see
continued positive momentum for the
next 18–24 months.
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Sources: 2018 GDP growth estimates: U.S., Federal Reserve. Eurozone, European Commission. China, The World Bank.
Japan, The World Bank. Country and eurozone positions within the economic cycle are estimates of the Franklin Templeton
Fixed Income Group. There is no assurance that any estimate or projection will be realized.

1. Source: International Monetary Fund 2017. GDP US $Trillion: U.S.–19.3906. EU–17.3089. China–12.0146. Japan–4.8721.
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